Title: ELECTRONIC DEVICE, METHOD FOR GENERATING AN IMAGE AND FILTER ARRANGEMENT

Abstract: An electronic device is provided comprising an image sensor including a plurality of pixel sensors divided into groups; a multi-lens array including a plurality of lenses, the lenses being adapted to each form an image of a scene on a distinct group of the groups of pixel sensors; and a filter arrangement, wherein the filter arrangement includes a plurality of color filter elements arranged in rows and columns of a matrix, each color filter element being associated with one of the lenses and the respective distinct group and each color filter element being adapted to filter an image of the scene into one of a plurality of color channels, wherein a first group of the groups of pixel sensors is adapted to define a perspective of the scene for an image reconstruction, and wherein the color filter elements in the row of the color filter element corresponding to said first group and the color filter elements in the column of the color filter element corresponding to said first group are adapted to filter the image of the scene into each of the plurality of color channels.
Electronic device, method for generating an image and filter arrangement

BACKGROUND

Field of the Disclosure

The present disclosure relates to an electronic device including an image sensor including a plurality of pixel sensors divided into groups, a multi-lens array including a plurality of lenses, the lenses being adapted to each form an image of a scene on a distinct group of the groups of pixel sensors and a filter arrangement, a method for generating an image and a filter arrangement.

Description of Related Art

The "background" description provided herein is for the purpose of generally presenting the context of the disclosure. Work of the presently named inventors, to the extent it is described in this background section, as well as aspects of the description which may not otherwise qualify as prior art at the time of filing, are neither expressly or impliedly admitted as prior art against the present invention.

Mobile electronic devices, for instance cellular phones, currently are often equipped with image sensors in order to take photos and/or videos of interesting scenes. In order to reduce the dimensions of such electronic devices further, multi lens arrays (MLA) are used in order to form an image of a scene on an electronic image sensor including a plurality of pixel sensors, since those MLA systems have a smaller height than systems with a single lens or objective.

There is a need for further improving the generation of color images using MLA systems.

SUMMARY

An electronic device is provided comprising an image sensor including a plurality of pixel sensors divided into groups; a multi-lens array including a plurality of lenses, the lenses being adapted to each form an image of a scene on a distinct group of the groups of pixel sensors; and a filter arrangement, wherein the filter arrangement includes a plurality of color filter elements arranged in rows and columns of a matrix, each color filter element being associated with one of the lenses and the respective distinct group and each color filter
element being adapted to filter an image of the scene into one of a plurality of color channels, wherein a first group of the groups of pixel sensors is adapted to define a perspective of the scene for an image reconstruction, and wherein the color filter elements in the row of the color filter element corresponding to said first group and the color filter elements in the column of the color filter element corresponding to said first group are adapted to filter the image of the scene into each of the plurality of color channels.

Further, a method for generating an image is provided, comprising generating a plurality of images of a scene with an electronic device, the electronic device comprising an image sensor including a plurality of pixel sensors divided into groups; a multi-lens array including a plurality of lenses, the lenses being adapted to each form an image of a scene on a distinct group of the groups of pixel sensors; and a filter arrangement, wherein the filter arrangement includes a plurality of color filter elements arranged in rows and columns of a matrix, each color filter element being associated with one of the lenses and the respective distinct group and each color filter element being adapted to filter an image of the scene into one of a plurality of color channels, wherein a first group of the groups of pixel sensors is adapted to define a perspective of the scene for an image reconstruction, and wherein the color filter elements in the row of the color filter element corresponding to said first group and the color filter elements in the column of the color filter element corresponding to said first group are adapted to filter the image of the scene into each of the plurality of color channels; and generating a combined image of the scene with the perspective of the first group of pixels based on the images in the groups of pixels.

In addition, a filter arrangement is provided including a plurality of color filter elements arranged in rows and columns of a matrix, each color filter element being associated with one of a plurality of lenses of a multi-lens array and one of a plurality of groups of pixels of an image sensor, each color filter element being adapted to filter an image of a scene into one of a plurality of color channels, wherein the color filter elements in the row of the color filter element associated with a first group of pixels and the color filter elements in the column of the color filter element associated with the first group of pixels are adapted to filter the image of the scene into each of the plurality of color channels.

The foregoing paragraphs have been provided by way of general introduction, and are not intended to limit the scope of the following claims. The described embodiments, together with further advantages, will be best understood by reference to the following detailed description taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings. The elements of the drawings are not necessarily to scale relative to each other.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

A more complete appreciation of the disclosure and many of the attendant advantages thereof will be readily obtained as the same becomes better understood by reference to the following detailed description when considered in connection with the accompanying drawings, wherein:

Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of an electronic device according to an embodiment of the invention.

Fig. 2 shows schematically steps for generating a high resolution image from an input MLA image.

Figs. 3A and 3B show schematically filter arrangements according to embodiments of the invention for three color channels.

Figs. 4A and 4B illustrate schematically filter arrangements according to further embodiments of the invention for four color channels.

Figs. 5A and 5B show schematically filter arrangement according to further embodiments including a white color channel.

Fig. 6 shows schematically a flow diagram of a method according to an embodiment of the invention.

DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

Referring now to the drawings, wherein like reference numerals designate identical or corresponding parts throughout the several views, Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of an electronic device 100 including an imaging functionality. The electronic device 100 might be realized as a cellular phone, a smartphone, a tablet personal computer, a personal digital assistant (PDA), a webcam, a digital still camera, a digital video camera or any other similar electronic device, which might be used by a user for taking photos and/or videos of an object 105. In the following the term "image" will be used both for "photos" and "videos".
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The electronic device 100 includes an image sensor 110 with a plurality of pixel sensors 111 arranged in a matrix. In current image sensors 110 the number of pixel sensors 111 might be around 16.1 million (16.1 Megapixel) or even up to 41 million. Future technical improvements might result in even larger number of pixel sensors 111 per image sensor 110.

The electronic device 100 further includes a multi lens array (MLA) 120 with a plurality of lenses 121 each adapted to generate an image 122 on a group 123 of the plurality of pixel sensors 111. The lenses 121 are arranged in a matrix form in the multi lens array (MLA) 120 resulting in a corresponding matrix form of a plurality of distinct groups 123 of pixel sensors 111 in the image sensor 110. Hence, instead of a single image that would be produced by a single lens, a plurality of images 122 equal to the number of lenses 121 in the MLA 120 but with a lower resolution than with a single lens is generated. Further, the MLA 120 has a lower height than a single lens; hence, it is easier to integrate in the electronic device 100.

A filter arrangement 130 is located in the electronic device 100. The filter arrangement 130 includes a plurality of color filter elements 131 arranged in rows and columns of a matrix, each color filter element 131 being associated with one of the lenses 121 and the respective distinct group 123 and each color filter element 131 being adapted to filter an image of the scene or object 105 into one of a plurality of color channels.

Since the color filter elements 131 are associated with the respective distinct group of pixel sensors, so that all pixel sensors of the distinct group detect image information of the same color, there are no missing details as e.g. when using a pixel-wise filter arrangement as, for instance, a Bayer pattern filter arrangement (2 green filters, one blue filter and one red filter in a 2x2 pixel matrix) with different color information for adjacent pixel sensors. With the pixel-wise filter arrangement it is possible that for certain parts of the scene only some of the color channels are available, since the arrangement of the filters might prevent that other color channels are detected for those parts. For instance, a certain part of the scene might in all images of the lenses always be imaged to a pixel sensor having a red filter. Then the green and blue information for this part of the scene is missing.

The color filter elements 131 might be associated to the lenses 121 in a 1:1 relationship.

Optionally, the electronic device 100 includes a processor 140 adapted to generate a combined image from the images 122 of the groups 123 of pixel sensors 111. It is possible however, that the processor 140 is not included in the electronic device 100, but is provided.
externally instead. In this case raw pixel data has to be transferred from the image sensor 110 to the external processor in order to generate the combined image.

If the processor 140 is provided within the electronic device 100 the combined image 141 might be displayed on an optional screen 150 or stored in a memory 151. The memory 151 might be a memory card, a memory stick, a hard disk, a floppy disk, a solid state memory or any other memory that can be electrically connected to the processor 140.

In Fig. 2 a schematic block diagram for generating a combined image 210 from an input MLA image 220 is depicted. In this example the MLA image 210 includes nine images 122 arranged in a matrix. In order to obtain color information of the depicted scene, each of the nine images 122 comprises data of one color channel resulting from the color filter elements 131 of the filter arrangement 130. Due to the different locations of the individual lenses 121 in the multi lens array 120, the images 122 are shifted with respect to each other and show slightly different viewing angles of the object 105.

After the MLA image 210 is input in S230, a disparity of the images 122 due to the shifting and different viewing angles is estimated and taken into account when a combined image 210 is generated or reconstructed with an image reconstruction algorithm, e.g. a super resolution algorithm SR, in S232. Afterwards the combined image 210 is output in S233, e.g. on the screen 150 or stored in the memory 151. SR algorithms are disclosed e.g. in the textbook "Iterative-Interpolation Super-Resolution Image Reconstruction" from Vivek Bannore, Springer-Verlag 2010, ISBN 978-3-642-10145-8.

Due to the shifting and different viewing angles of the images a first group of the groups 123 of pixel sensors 111 is selected, which defines a perspective of the scene or object for the image reconstruction.

In Fig. 3A a filter arrangement 300 according to an embodiment of the invention is depicted. The filter arrangement 300 shows color filter elements 131 arranged in a matrix with 3 columns and 3 rows used in a three color channel embodiment. The numbers depicted in the color filter elements 131 symbolize the three different colors of the color channels, e.g. in this embodiment 1 = red, 2 = green, 3 = blue. The circle 310 indicates the color filter element 305 that is associated with the first group of pixel sensors that is used for defining the perspective of the combined image.
According to the embodiment depicted in Fig. 3A the color filter elements in row 320 including the color filter element 305 corresponding to the first group and the color filter elements in the column 321 including the color filter element 305 corresponding to said first group are adapted to filter the image of the scene into each of the plurality of color channels. Since in the depicted embodiment the color filter element 305 is a red color filter element in the depicted embodiment the color filter elements 306, 307 of the row 320 are green and blue color filter elements, and the color filter elements 308, 309 of the column 321 are also green and blue color filter elements. The further four color filter elements in the 3x3 matrix can be chosen arbitrarily (i.e. in this embodiment red, green or blue), which is exemplarily depicted by the letter "A".

When using the filter arrangement 300 according to the depicted embodiment, it is possible to avoid color artifacts due to occlusion of objects in the imaged scene. When an object is occluded by a further object that is closer to the multi lens array, the arrangement of the color filter elements according to the embodiments of the invention ensures that the generation of the combined image includes the color information of all color channels for all pixels of the combined image.

A further embodiment for a three color channel system is depicted in Fig. 3B. In this embodiment the color filter element 305 associated with the first group of pixel sensors 111 used for the perspective of the combined image is green (=2). Hence, the other two color filter elements in the same row and the same column are red (=1) and blue (=3).

Therefore, in order to suppress color artifacts due to occlusion during the image reconstruction all different color filter elements for the plurality of color channels are present within the row and the column of the color filter element associated with the first group of pixel sensors used as perspective for generating the combined image.

In Figs. 4A and 4B further embodiments 400, 401 are depicted. Here, a four color channel system is used with a fourth color, e.g. infrared (=4). Also in those embodiments, in the row and in the column with the color filter element 305 associated with the first group of pixels sensors used for the perspective of the combined image, the other color filter elements for forming each of the four color channels are present.

It should be noted, however, that in matrices with a larger number of columns and/or rows, it is possible to ensure that all different color filter elements are present in the column and the
row of the color filter element 305 associated with the first group of pixel sensors and that further, remaining, color filter elements could be chosen arbitrarily.

According to further embodiments for the filter arrangement 500, 510 depicted in Figs. 5A and 5B, it is also possible to use a "white" color filter element (=W) or luminance filter. The filtered signal of white color filter (=W) is, for instance, correlated to signals of a red (=R), green (=G) and blue (=B) color filter by equation (1):

\[ W = \gamma (R + G + B) \] (1)

wherein \( \gamma \) is a factor that is depending from a uniform spectral attenuation by the white color filter element and can be determined during characterization of the white color filter element, i.e. before the complete filter arrangement including the white color filter element is manufactured. Hence, the determined value of \( \gamma \) can be used, e.g. by processor 140 to evaluate equation (1) in order to determine a missing color signal.

When the white color filter element W is used as it is depicted in Figs. 5a and 5b, the missing color signal for knowing all color channels can be determined based on equation (1).

Since the white color filter element W allows detection of all colors in the associated group of pixel sensors 111, more light is gathered than when using a blue, red, green or infrared color filter. This results in a higher dynamic range and a better signal to noise ratio (SNR) and - due to the used super resolution SR algorithm also in a higher resolution of the combined image 210.

The filter arrangement 130 might be located - as depicted in Fig. 1 - on an optical axis 135 between the image sensor 110 and the MLA 120. Nevertheless, it is equally possible that the filter arrangement 130 is located between the scene and the MLA 120.

Further, it is also possible that the filter arrangement is located in direct mechanical contact with e.g. the image sensor 110 or the multi lens array 120. When in direct mechanical contact with the multi lens array 120 it might be located on the side of the multi lens array 120 directed towards the image sensor 110 or on the side of the multi lens array directed towards the scene. The direct mechanical contact would result in an easier optical adjustment of the filter arrangement with the MLA 120 and/or the image sensor 110 and could be achieved by laminating or coating the color filter elements on the material (e.g. glass or plastic) of the lenses 121.
In a further embodiment, the filter arrangement might be realized by incorporating corresponding filter dyes into the material of the lenses 121 (e.g. glass or plastic) so that the multi lens array 120 acts simultaneously as filter arrangement and as focusing element for forming the images on the image sensor 110.

In Fig. 6 a flow diagram of a method according to an embodiment of the invention is depicted. In S610 a plurality of images is generated with an electronic device, the electronic device comprising an image sensor including a plurality of pixel sensors divided into groups; a multi-lens array including a plurality of lenses, the lenses being adapted to each form an image of a scene on a distinct group of the groups of pixel sensors; and a filter arrangement, wherein the filter arrangement includes a plurality of color filter elements arranged in rows and columns of a matrix, each color filter element being associated with one of the lenses and the respective distinct group and each color filter element being adapted to filter an image of the scene into one of a plurality of color channels, wherein a first group of the groups of pixel sensors is adapted to define a perspective of the scene for an image reconstruction, and wherein the color filter elements in the row of the color filter element corresponding to said first group and the color filter elements in the column of the color filter element corresponding to said first group are adapted to filter the image of the scene into each of the plurality of color channels.

Then in S620 a combined image is generated based on the plurality of images.

With the proposed electronic device, method and filter arrangement it is possible to avoid color artifacts in reconstructed images based on occluded objects when using multi lens arrays.

Obviously, numerous modifications and variations of the present disclosure are possible in light of the above teachings. It is therefore to be understood that within the scope of the appended claims, the invention may be practiced otherwise than as specifically described herein.

The present technology is also in the following structures:

(1) Electronic device comprising

   an image sensor including a plurality of pixel sensors divided into groups;
   a multi-lens array including a plurality of lenses, the lenses being adapted to each form an image of a scene on a distinct group of the groups of pixel sensors; and
a filter arrangement, wherein the filter arrangement includes a plurality of color filter elements arranged in rows and columns of a matrix, each color filter element being associated with one of the lenses and the respective distinct group and each color filter element being adapted to filter an image of the scene into one of a plurality of color channels, wherein a first group of the groups of pixel sensors is adapted to define a perspective of the scene for an image reconstruction, and wherein the color filter elements in the row of the color filter element corresponding to said first group and the color filter elements in the column of the color filter element corresponding to said first group are adapted to filter the image of the scene into each of the plurality of color channels.
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(2) Electronic device according to (1) further comprising:
a processor connected to the image sensor and adapted to generate a combined image of the scene with a perspective based on the first group.

15 (3) Electronic device according to any one of (1) or (2), wherein the plurality of color channels includes white.

(4) Electronic device according to any one of (1) to (3), wherein the plurality of color channels includes red, green and/or blue.

20 (5) Electronic device according to any one of (1) to (4), wherein the plurality of color channels includes infrared.

(6) Electronic device according to any one of (1) to (5), wherein the filter arrangement is located on an optical axis between the image sensor and the multi lens array or between the multi lens array and the scene.

25 (7) Electronic device according to any one of (1) to (6), wherein the filter arrangement is in direct mechanical contact with the multi lens array.

30 (8) Electronic device according to any one of (1) to (5), wherein the filter arrangement is realized by incorporating dyes into the lenses of the multi lens array.

(9) Electronic device according to any one of claims (1) to (6), wherein the filter arrangement is in direct mechanical contact with the image sensor.

35 (10) Method for generating an image comprising:
generating a plurality of images of a scene with an electronic device, the electronic
device comprising an image sensor including a plurality of pixel sensors divided into groups;
a multi-lens array including a plurality of lenses, the lenses being adapted to each form an
image of a scene on a distinct group of the groups of pixel sensors; and a filter arrangement,
wherein the filter arrangement includes a plurality of color filter elements arranged in rows
and columns of a matrix, each color filter element being associated with one of the lenses
and the respective distinct group and each color filter element being adapted to filter an
image of the scene into one of a plurality of color channels, wherein a first group of the
groups of pixel sensors is adapted to define a perspective of the scene for an image
reconstruction, and wherein the color filter elements in the row of the color filter element
corresponding to said first group and the color filter elements in the column of the color filter
element corresponding to said first group are adapted to filter the image of the scene into
each of the plurality of color channels; and

generating a combined image of the scene with the perspective of the first group of
pixels based on the images in the groups of pixels.

(11) Method according to (10), wherein the plurality of color channels includes white.

(12) Method according to any one of (10) or (11), wherein the plurality of color channels
includes red, green and/or blue.

(13) Method according to any one of (10) to (12), wherein the plurality of color channels
includes infrared.

(14) Filter arrangement including
a plurality of color filter elements arranged in rows and columns of a matrix, each
color filter element being associated with one of a plurality of lenses of a multi-lens array and
one of a plurality of groups of pixels of an image sensor, each color filter element being
adapted to filter an image of a scene into one of a plurality of color channels, wherein the
color filter elements in the row of the color filter element associated with a first group of pixels
and the color filter elements in the column of the color filter element associated with the first
group of pixels are adapted to filter the image of the scene into each of the plurality of color
channels.
CLAIMS:

1. Electronic device comprising
   an image sensor including a plurality of pixel sensors divided into groups;
   a multi-lens array including a plurality of lenses, the lenses being adapted to each
   form an image of a scene on a distinct group of the groups of pixel sensors; and
   a filter arrangement, wherein the filter arrangement includes a plurality of color filter
   elements arranged in rows and columns of a matrix, each color filter element being
   associated with one of the lenses and the respective distinct group and each color filter
   element being adapted to filter an image of the scene into one of a plurality of color channels,
   wherein a first group of the groups of pixel sensors is adapted to define a perspective of the
   scene for an image reconstruction, and wherein the color filter elements in the row of the
   color filter element corresponding to said first group and the color filter elements in the
   column of the color filter element corresponding to said first group are adapted to filter the
   image of the scene into each of the plurality of color channels.

2. Electronic device according to claim 1 further comprising:
   a processor connected to the image sensor and adapted to generate a combined
   image of the scene with a perspective based on the first group.

3. Electronic device according to claim 1, wherein the plurality of color channels includes
   white.

4. Electronic device according to claim 1, wherein the plurality of color channels includes
   red, green and/or blue.

5. Electronic device according to claim 1, wherein the plurality of color channels includes
   infrared.

6. Electronic device according to claim 1, wherein the filter arrangement is located on an
   optical axis between the image sensor and the multi lens array or between the multi lens
   array and the scene.

7. Electronic device according to claim 1, wherein the filter arrangement is in direct
   mechanical contact with the multi lens array.
8. Electronic device according to claim 1, wherein the filter arrangement is realized by incorporating dyes into the lenses of the multi lens array.

9. Electronic device according to claim 1, wherein the filter arrangement is in direct mechanical contact with the image sensor.

10. Method for generating an image comprising:
    generating a plurality of images of a scene with an electronic device, the electronic device comprising an image sensor including a plurality of pixel sensors divided into groups; a multi-lens array including a plurality of lenses, the lenses being adapted to each form an image of a scene on a distinct group of the groups of pixel sensors; and a filter arrangement, wherein the filter arrangement includes a plurality of color filter elements arranged in rows and columns of a matrix, each color filter element being associated with one of the lenses and the respective distinct group and each color filter element being adapted to filter an image of the scene into one of a plurality of color channels, wherein a first group of the groups of pixel sensors is adapted to define a perspective of the scene for an image reconstruction, and wherein the color filter elements in the row of the color filter element corresponding to said first group and the color filter elements in the column of the color filter element corresponding to said first group are adapted to filter the image of the scene into each of the plurality of color channels; and
    generating a combined image of the scene with the perspective of the first group of pixels based on the images in the groups of pixels.

11. Method according to claim 10, wherein the plurality of color channels includes white.

12. Method according to claim 10, wherein the plurality of color channels includes red, green and/or blue.

13. Method according to claim 10, wherein the plurality of color channels includes infrared.

14. Filter arrangement including
    a plurality of color filter elements arranged in rows and columns of a matrix, each color filter element being associated with one of a plurality of lenses of a multi-lens array and one of a plurality of groups of pixels of an image sensor, each color filter element being adapted to filter an image of a scene into one of a plurality of color channels, wherein the color filter elements in the row of the color filter element associated with a first group of pixels and the color filter elements in the column of the color filter element associated with the first
group of pixels are adapted to filter the image of the scene into each of the plurality of color channels.
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